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Due to release W/C May 18th, 2020 (we typically deploy on a Tuesday).

WiFi Access Hours

We have released an update to our WiFi Access Hours feature. Previously, the WiFi Access Hours 

configuration included setting up a LogicFlow in order to activate the feature.

Now, Portal users can set up WiFi Access Hours directly from the Portal, without the use of LogicFlow. We 

have simplified this process to make it as easy, and as quick, as possible for Portal users to make use of this 

great feature.
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What is WiFi Access Hours?

WiFi Access Hours allows Portal users to define their WiFi ‘opening hours’; the times in which visitors can/ 

cannot connect to the venue WiFi. 

When visitors connect during the WiFi ‘opening hours’, they will be re-directed to an access journey as normal. 

However, if visitors attempt to connect out of the WiFi ‘opening hours’ set by the user, they can now be 

presented with a custom ‘Out of hours’ splash page. 

1. Setting up WiFi Access Hours

1.1 Creating a WiFi schedule

WiFi Access Hours templates can be created by clicking on ‘WiFi Access Hours’ in the side navigation under 

‘Management’. This is available at company, group and venue level.
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Selecting this takes the user to the ‘WiFi Access Hours’ page, where they can create and save ‘Access Hours’. 

Portal users can create multiple WiFi Access Hours templates. For example, a user may want to set up a 

template for their ‘standard’ opening hours and their ‘summer holiday’ opening hours.

To create a new ‘Access Hours’ template, click ‘Create new’. ‘Access Hours’ can be created at company, group 

and venue level. A company user will see all defined templates at their company plus any which exist at lower 

levels (i.e. group and venue).
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Clicking ‘Create template’ will generate a new schedule and take the user to an ‘Edit Access Hours’ window.

From here, the user can define their ‘Access Hours’. Ticking the ‘Active’ checkbox will indicate that the WiFi 

should be active on the given day. If it is unticked the WiFi will be unavailable for the 24 hour period. 

If a day is marked as ‘Active’, then the ‘From’ and ‘To’ fields allow the Portal user to specify the opening time 

band(s). All time inputs use the 24 hour clock format, i.e. from 00:00 (midnight) through to 23:59. 

Please note, the time bands specified are always compared to the current time in the venue timezone.

1.2 Creating multiple time bands

The WiFi Access Hours feature also supports multiple opening hour bands. This is useful for venues where 

opening hours are staggered. For example, a restaurant which opens from 09:00 to 13:00, closes for 2 hours 

over lunch, and then re-opens from 15:00 to 20:00.

To add a band, click the ‘Plus’ button to the right. To delete a band, click on the red trash icon. 
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1.3 Creating an ‘Out of hours’ splash page

Once the user has defined and saved their ‘Access Hours’, they will need to create an ‘Out of hours’ splash 

page. This will be the page that the visitor is re-directed to if they attempt to connect to the WiFi out of the 

WiFi opening hours.

An ‘Out of hours’ template has been created for users to select when creating a new splash page. This new 

‘Out of hours’ template supports both standard and custom HTML design modes.

To create a new splash page, head to ‘Onboarding’ > ‘Splash Pages’ from the side navigation. Then click ‘Create 

new template’.

Give your splash page a name, select ‘Out of hours’ from the ‘Use’ field, and click ‘Create New’. 

The Portal user can now design their ‘Out of hours’ splash page. Please note, the ‘Out of hours’ splash pages do 

not support authentication widgets. 

Once complete, save changes.

Simply creating a template does not activate the WiFi Access Hours. The Access Hours template needs to be 

explicitly assigned to an Access Journey. See section 1.4.
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1.4 Assigning WiFi Access Hours to an access journey

Now that WiFi Access Hours template has been defined, and the user has created an ‘Out of hours’ splash 

page, they can now assign these to an access journey. 

This is done through the Access Journey editor. To do this, head to the side navigation and select ‘Onboarding’ 

> ‘Access Journeys’. Then select the ‘Out of hours’ tab at the top of the screen. To enable the ‘Out of hours’ 

feature, switch on the toggle. 

Choose your out of hours splash page, select the correct template, and save. For these changes to be set live, 

the access journey needs to be publised.

If the access journey is already published, saving these settings will propagate to your APs in a matter of 

minutes. If the access journey is not published, these settings will take effect upon publishing.


